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Abstract

By identifying four important components of existing
LiDAR-camera 3D object detection methods (LiDAR and
camera candidates, transformation, and fusion outputs), we
observe that all existing methods either find dense candi-
dates or yield dense representations of scenes. However,
given that objects occupy only a small part of a scene,
finding dense candidates and generating dense represen-
tations is noisy and inefficient. We propose SparseFusion,
a novel multi-sensor 3D detection method that exclusively
uses sparse candidates and sparse representations. Specifi-
cally, SparseFusion utilizes the outputs of parallel detectors
in the LiDAR and camera modalities as sparse candidates
for fusion. We transform the camera candidates into the Li-
DAR coordinate space by disentangling the object represen-
tations. Then, we can fuse the multi-modality candidates in
a unified 3D space by a lightweight self-attention module.
To mitigate negative transfer between modalities, we pro-
pose novel semantic and geometric cross-modality trans-
fer modules that are applied prior to the modality-specific
detectors. SparseFusion achieves state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on the nuScenes benchmark while also running at
the fastest speed, even outperforming methods with stronger
backbones. We perform extensive experiments to demon-
strate the effectiveness and efficiency of our modules and
overall method pipeline. Our code will be made publicly
available at https://github.com/yichen928/SparseFusion.

1. Introduction
Autonomous driving cars rely on multiple sensors, such

as LiDAR and cameras, to perceive the surrounding envi-

ronment. LiDAR sensors provide accurate 3D scene oc-

cupancy information through point clouds with points in

the xyz coordinate space, and cameras provide rich se-

mantic information through images with pixels in the RGB

* indicates equal contribution.
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(c) Overview of our sparse fusion strategy. We extract instance-

level features from the LiDAR and camera modalities separately,

and fuse them in a unified 3D space to perform detection.

Figure 1: Compared to existing fusion algorithms, Sparse-

Fusion achieves state-of-the-art performance as well as the

fastest inference speed on nuScenes test set. † : Official

code of [5] uses flip as test-time augmentation. ‡ : We use

BEVFusion-base results in the official repository of [28] to

match the input resolutions of other methods. § : Swin-

T [27, 21] is adopted as image backbone.

color space. However, there are often significant discrepan-

cies between representations of the same physical scene ac-

quired by the two sensors, as LiDAR sensors capture point

clouds using 360-degree rotation while cameras capture im-

ages from a perspective view without a sense of depth. This

impedes an effective and efficient fusion of the LiDAR and

camera modalities. To tackle this challenge, multi-sensor

fusion algorithms were proposed to find correspondences
between multi-modality data to transform and fuse them
into a unified scene representation space.

Dense representations, such as bird-eye-view (BEV),

volumetric, and point representations, are commonly used
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Table 1: For each LiDAR-camera fusion method, we identify the LiDAR candidates and camera candidates that are used, the

transformation process used to fuse these candidates into a unified space, and the fusion outputs generated to represent 3D

scenes using information from both modalities. Based on these components, we categorize the methods into the following

categories: Dense+Sparse→Dense approaches relate the sparse region proposals in images to a dense frustum point cloud

and fuse them into a dense point space. Dense+Dense→Dense approaches align each point feature in the point cloud to

the corresponding pixel feature in the image and represent the 3D scenes using dense features such as point/BEV features.

Sparse+Dense→Sparse approaches generate sparse queries by detecting instance features in the point cloud and then apply-

ing cross-attention with dense image features. Dense+Dense→Sparse approaches predict objects using queries that combine

dense features from each modality. Sparse+Sparse→Sparse (ours) extracts sparse instance features from each modality and

directly fuses them to obtain the final sparse instance features used for detection.

Category Method LiDAR Candidate Camera Candidate Transformation Fusion Outputs

Dense+Sparse→Dense Frustum PointNets [35] point features region proposals proj. & concat. point features

Dense+Dense→Dense

PointPainting [39] point features segm. output proj. & concat. point features

PointAugmenting [40] point features image features proj. & concat. point features

PAI3D [25] point features segm. output proj. & concat. point features

BEVFusion [28] BEV features image features depth. est. & proj. & concat. BEV features

AutoAlignV2 [5] voxel features image features proj. & attn. voxel features

Sparse+Dense→Sparse TransFusion [1] instance features image features proj. & attn. instance features

Dense+Dense→Sparse

FUTR3D [4] voxel features image features attn. instance features

UVTR [18] voxel features image features depth. est. & proj. & attn. instance features

DeepInteraction [47] BEV features image features proj. & attn. instance features

CMT [45] BEV features image features attn. instance features

Sparse+Sparse→Sparse SparseFusion (Ours) instance features instance features proj. & attn. instance features

to represent 3D scenes [28, 5, 39, 25, 40, 15]. Most pre-

vious works fuse different modalities by aligning low-level

data or high-level features to yield dense features that de-

scribe the entire 3D scene, e.g., as shown in Fig 1b. How-

ever, for the task of 3D object detection, such dense rep-

resentations are superfluous since we are only interested in

instances/objects, which only occupy a small part of the 3D

space. Furthermore, noisy backgrounds can be detrimen-

tal to object detection performance, and aligning different

modalities into the same space is a time-consuming process.

For example, generating BEV features from multi-view im-

ages takes 500ms on an RTX 3090 GPU [28].

In contrast, sparse representations are more efficient, and

methods based on them have achieved state-of-the-art per-

formance in multi-sensor 3D detection [1, 4, 18, 47]. These

methods use object queries to represent instances/objects

in the scene and interact with the original image and point

cloud features. However, most previous works do not take

into account the significant domain gap between features

from different modalities [44]. The queries may gather

information from one modality that has a large distribu-

tion shift with respect to another modality, making iter-

ative interaction between modalities with large gaps sub-

optimal. Recent work [47] mitigates this issue by incorpo-

rating modality interaction, i.e. performing cross-attention

between features from two different modalities. However,

the number of computations performed in this method in-

creases quadratically with the dimensions of features and

is thus inefficient. We categorize previous works into four

groups by identifying four key components, which are out-

lined in Table 1. Further discussion of the methods in these

groups is presented in Sec. 2.

In this paper, we propose SparseFusion, a novel method

(Fig. 1c) that simultaneously utilizes sparse candidates and

yields sparse representations, enabling efficient and effec-

tive 3D object detection. SparseFusion is the first LiDAR-

camera fusion method, to our knowledge, to perform 3D

detection using exclusively sparse candidates and sparse fu-

sion outputs. We highlight a key common ground between

the two modalities: an image and a point cloud that rep-

resent the same 3D scene will contain mostly the same in-

stances/objects. To leverage this commonality, we perform

3D object detection on the inputs from each modality in

two parallel branches. Then, the instance features from

each branch are projected into a unified 3D space. Since

the instance-level features are sparse representations of the

same objects in the same scene, we are able to fuse them

with a lightweight attention module [38] in a soft manner.

This parallel detection strategy allows the LiDAR and cam-

era branches to take advantage of the unique strengths of the

point cloud and image representations, respectively. Never-

theless, the drawbacks of each single-modality detector may

result in negative transfer during the fusion phase. For ex-

ample, the point cloud detector may struggle to distinguish

between a standing person and a tree trunk due to a lack of

detailed semantic information, while the image detector is

hard to localize objects in the 3D space due to a lack of ac-

curate depth information. To mitigate the issue of negative
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transfer, we introduce a novel cross-modality information

transfer method designed to compensate for the deficiencies

of each modality. This method is applied to the inputs from

both modalities prior to the parallel detection branches.

SparseFusion achieves state-of-the-art results on the

competitive nuScenes benchmark [2]. Our instance-level

sparse fusion strategy allows for a lighter network and much

higher efficiency in comparison with prior work. With

the same backbone, SparseFusion outperforms the current

state-of-the-art model [47] with 1.8x acceleration. Our con-

tributions are summarized as follows:

• We revisit prior LiDAR-camera fusion works and iden-

tify four important components that allow us to catego-

rize existing methods into four groups. We propose an

entirely new category of methods that exclusively uses

sparse candidates and representations.

• We propose SparseFusion, a novel method for LiDAR-

camera 3D object detection that leverages instance-

level sparse feature fusion and cross-modality infor-

mation transfer to take advantage of the strengths of

each modality while mitigating their weaknesses.

• We demonstrate that our method achieves state-of-

the-art performance in 3D object detection with a

lightweight architecture that provides the fastest infer-

ence speed.

2. Related Work
LiDAR-based 3D Object Detection. LiDAR sensors are

commonly used for single-modality 3D object detection due

to the accurate geometric information provided by point

clouds. For detection in outdoor scenes, most existing meth-

ods transform unordered point clouds into more structured

data formats such as pillars [17], voxels [46, 8], or range

views [9, 23]. Features are extracted by standard 2D or 3D

convolutional networks, based on which a detection head is

used to recognize objects and regress 3D bounding boxes.

Mainstream detection heads apply anchor-based [51, 17] or

center-based [50] structures. Inspired by the promising per-

formance of transformer-based methods in 2D detection,

some recent works explore transformers as feature extrac-

tors [30, 36] or as detection heads [1, 31]. Our method is

agnostic to the LiDAR-based detector used in the LiDAR

branch, and the default setting uses TransFusion-L [1].

Camera-based 3D Object Detection. Camera-based 3D

detection methods are also being studied increasingly. Early

work performs monocular 3D object detection by attach-

ing extra 3D bounding box regression heads [48, 42] to 2D

detectors. In practice, scenes are often perceived by mul-

tiple cameras from different perspective views. Following

LSS [34], methods like BEVDet [14] and BEVDepth [19]

extract 2D features from multi-view images and project

them into the BEV space. Other methods including

DETR3D [43] and PETR [26] adapt techniques from

transformer-based 2D object detection methods [53, 3] to

learn correspondences between different perspective views

through cross-attention using 3D queries. However, as re-

vealed in [12], there inevitably exists some ambiguity when

recovering 3D geometry from 2D images. In response, re-

cent works [13, 20, 32] also explore the positive effects of

temporal cues in camera-based 3D detection. In our pro-

posed SparseFusion, we extend deformable-DETR [53] to

monocular 3D object detection and explicitly transform the

regressed bounding boxes to the LiDAR coordinate space.

Multi-Modality 3D Object Detection. LiDAR and cam-

eras provide complementary information about the sur-

rounding environment, so it is appealing to fuse the multi-

modality inputs for 3D object detection tasks. As analyzed

in Tab. 1, existing fusion methods can be classified into four

categories. Early works tend to fuse multi-modality infor-

mation into a unified dense representation. Frustum Point-

Nets [35] utilizes a Dense+Sparse→Dense approach that

filters dense point clouds with sparse 2D regions of inter-

est. Subsequent works explore Dense+Dense→Dense ap-

proaches by working directly with the dense LiDAR modal-

ity and camera modality features instead. Methods such as

[39, 40] project point clouds into image perspective views

and concatenate the dense image features with point fea-

tures. BEVFusion [28, 22] significantly improves the per-

formance of this line of methods by projecting dense im-

age features into the LiDAR coordinate space using esti-

mated per-pixel depths. AutoAlignV2 [5] also considers the

soft correspondence through cross-modality attention to in-

crease the robustness. However, we point out that dense

representations are altogether undesirable for 3D object de-

tection as they are noisy and inefficient.

Recent works have begun to utilize object-centric

sparse scene representations. TransFusion [1] adopts

a Sparse+Dense→Sparse strategy by extracting sparse

instance-level features from the LiDAR modality and refin-

ing them using dense image features. Other works [4, 18,

47, 45] utilize a Dense+Dense→Sparse approach where

queries are used to extract a sparse instance-level represen-

tation from dense BEV and image features. However, it

is hard to extract information from multi-modality features

with an attention operation given the large cross-modal dis-

tribution shift. To this end, UVTR [18] projects image fea-

tures into the LiDAR coordinate space, CMT [45] encodes

modality-specific positional information to its queries, and

DeepInteraction [47] proposes cross-modality interaction.

However, these methods still need to resolve the large multi-

modal domain gap by stacking many transformer layers to

construct a heavy decoder.

In contrast to the above methods, our method adopts the

previously unexplored Sparse+Sparse→ Sparse approach.

SparseFusion extracts sparse representations of both modal-
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ities and fuses them to generate a more accurate and se-

mantically rich sparse representation that yields great per-

formance while also achieving great efficiency.

3. Methodology

We present SparseFusion, an effective and efficient

framework for 3D object detection via LiDAR and cam-

era inputs. The overall architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2.

We acquire sparse candidates from each modality using

modality-specific object detection in the LiDAR and cam-

era branches. The instance-level features generated by the

camera branch are transformed into the LiDAR space of

the instance-level features generated by the LiDAR branch.

They are then fused with a simple self-attention module

(Sec. 3.1). To mitigate the negative transfer between modal-

ities, we apply a geometric transfer module and a seman-

tic transfer module prior to the parallel detection branches

(Sec. 3.2). Furthermore, we design custom loss functions

for each module to ensure stable optimization (Sec. 3.3).

3.1. Sparse Representation Fusion

Acquiring candidates in two modalities. LiDAR can-
didates. We follow TransFusion-L [1] and use only one

decoder layer for LiDAR modality detection. The Li-

DAR backbone extracts a BEV feature map from the point

cloud inputs. We initialize NL object queries Q0
L =

{q0
L,i}NL

i=1,q
0
L,i ∈ R

C as well as their corresponding refer-

ence points p0
L = {p0

L,i}NL
i=1,p

0
L,i ∈ R

2 in the BEV plane.

These queries interact with the BEV features through a

cross-attention layer to generate the updated object queries

QL = {qL,i}NL
i=1,qL,i ∈ R

C . These updated queries QL

represent the instance-level features of objects in the LiDAR

modality, and we use them as the LiDAR candidates in the

subsequent multi-modal fusion module. Furthermore, we

apply a prediction head to each query to classify the object

and regress the bounding box in LiDAR coordinate space.

Camera candidates. To generate the camera candidates, we

utilize a camera-only 3D detector with images from dif-

ferent perspective views as inputs. Specifically, we extend

deformable-DETR [53] with 3D box regression heads. We

also initialize NC object queries Q0
C = {q0

C,i}NC
i=1,q

0
C,i ∈

R
C along with their corresponding reference points p0

C =
{p0

C,i}NC
i=1,p

0
C,i ∈ R

2 on the image. For each perspective

view v, queries on its image interact with the correspond-

ing image features using a deformable attention layer [53].

The outputs of all perspective views comprise the updated

queries QP
C = {qP

C,i}NC
i=1,q

P
C,i ∈ R

C . We use these queries

as the camera candidates in the subsequent multi-modal fu-

sion module. We provide further details of our architecture,

the initialization method, and the prediction heads for the

two modalities in our supplementary materials.

Transformation After acquiring the candidates from each

modality, we aim to transform the candidates from the cam-

era modality to the space of the candidates from the LiDAR

modality. Since the candidates from the camera modality

are high-dimensional latent features that are distributed dif-

ferently than the candidates from the LiDAR modality, a

naive coordinate transformation between modalities is in-

applicable here. To address this issue, we disentangle the

representations of the camera candidates. Intrinsically, a

camera candidate is an instance feature that is a representa-

tion of a specific object’s class and 3D bounding box. While

an object’s class is view-invariant, its 3D bounding box is

view-dependent. This motivates us to focus on transforming

high-dimensional bounding box representations.

We first input the candidate instance features into the

prediction head of the camera branch. We label the out-

putted bounding boxes as bP . Given the extrinsic matrix

[Rv|tv] and intrinsic matrix Kv of the corresponding v-th

camera, the bounding boxes can be easily projected into the

LiDAR coordinate system. We denote the project bound-

ing boxes as bL. We encode the projected bounding boxes

with a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) g(·), yielding a high-

dimensional box embedding. We also encode the flattened

camera parameter with another MLP m(·) to obtain a cam-

era embedding. The camera embedding is multiplied with

the original instance features as done in [19], which are then

added to the box embedding, given by

qL
C,i = g(bL

i ) + h(qP
C,i ·m(Rv, tv,Kv)), (1)

where h(·) is an extra MLP to encode the query fea-

tures in the perspective view. h(·) aims to preserve view-

agnostic information while discarding view-specific infor-

mation. Afterward, QL
C = {qL

C,i} is passed through a self-

attention layer to aggregate information from multiple cam-

eras to get the updated queries QC which represent the im-

age modality instance features in the LiDAR space.

Sparse candidate fusion. Our parallel modality-specific

object detection provides sparse instance candidates QL =
{qL,i}NL

i=1 and QC = {qC,i}NC
i=1 from the LiDAR and cam-

era modalities respectively. After the above transforma-

tion of the camera candidates into LiDAR space, candidates

from both modalities represent bounding boxes in the same

LiDAR coordinate space, as well as the view-invariant cat-

egories. We now concatenate the candidates together:

QLC = {qLC,i}NL+NC
i=1 = {fL(qL,i)}NL

i=1 ∪ {fC(qC,i)}NC
i=1 (2)

where fL(·), fC(·) are learnable projectors. Afterward, we

make novel use of a self-attention module to fuse the two

modalities. Despite the simplicity of self-attention, the in-

herent intuition is novel: the modality-specific detectors en-

code the advantageous aspects of their respective inputs,

and the self-attention module is able to aggregate and pre-

serve the information from both modalities in an efficient
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Figure 2: Overall framework of SparseFusion. It fuses sparse candidates from LiDAR and camera modalities to obtain a

multi-modality instance-level representation in the unified LiDAR space.
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Figure 3: Cross-modality information transfer. We trans-
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manner. The output of the self-attention module is used for

final classification and regression of the bounding boxes.

3.2. Cross-Modality Information Transfer

Although we aim to utilize the advantages of both

modalities, we must address that the modalities also have

their own disadvantages that can result in negative trans-

fer between modalities. For example, the LiDAR detec-

tor struggles to capture rich semantic information, while

the camera detector struggles to capture accurate geomet-

ric and depth information. To mitigate negative transfer, we

propose novel geometric and semantic information transfer

modules, as illustrated in Fig. 3, that we apply prior to the

modality-specific detectors.

Geometric transfer from LiDAR to camera. We project

each point in the LiDAR point cloud input to multi-view

images to generate sparse multi-view depth maps. These

multi-view depth maps are inputted into a shared encoder

to obtain depth features, which are then concatenated with

the image features to form depth-aware image features that

compensate for the lack of geometric information in cam-

era inputs. The depth-aware image features are used as the

input to the camera branch.

Semantic transfer from camera to LiDAR. We project

the points in the LiDAR point cloud input to the image

inputs, which yields sparse points on the image features.

We perform max-pooling to aggregate the resulting multi-

scale features, and we combine them with the BEV fea-

ture through addition. The concatenated features serve as

the queries and interact with the multi-scale image features

through deformable-attention [53]. The updated queries re-

place the original queries in the BEV features, which re-

sults in the semantic-aware BEV features, which are used

for query initialization.

3.3. Objective Function

We apply the Gaussian focal loss [24] to the initialized

queries of both modalities, given by

Linit = LGFocal(ŶL,YL) + LGFocal(ŶC ,YC), (3)

where ŶL, ŶC are the dense predictions of category-wise

heatmaps of the LiDAR and camera modalities, respec-

tively, and YL,YC are the corresponding ground-truths.

Then, we apply the loss function for the detectors of the

LiDAR and camera modalities, as well as the view transfor-
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mation of the camera candidates and the candidate fusion

stage. Firstly, the predictions of each modality-specific de-

tector are independently matched with the ground-truth us-

ing the Hungary algorithm [16]. The object classification is

optimized with focal loss [24] and the 3D bounding box re-

gression is optimized with L1 loss. For the camera modality

detector, the ground-truth bounding boxes are in separate

camera coordinates. For all other detectors, ground-truth

bounding boxes are in LiDAR coordinates. The detection

loss can be represented as

Ldetect = γLcamera
detect +Ltrans

detect +LLiDAR
detect +Lfusion

detect . (4)

Our entire network is optimized using L = αLinit +
βLdetect. In our implementation, we empirically set γ =
1, α = 0.1, and β = 1 to balance different terms.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset and metrics

We follow previous work [47, 45, 22, 5] to evaluate our

method on the nuScenes dataset [2]. It is a challenging

dataset for 3D object detection, consisting of 700/150/150

scenes for training/validation/test. It provides point clouds

collected using a 32-beam LiDAR and six images from

multi-view cameras. There are 1.4 million annotated 3D

bounding boxes for objects from 10 different classes. We

evaluate performance using the nuScenes detection score

(NDS) and mean average precision (mAP) metrics. The

final mAP is averaged over distance thresholds 0.5m, 1m,

2m, and 4m on the BEV across 10 classes. NDS is a

weighted average of mAP and other true positive metrics

including mATE, mASE, mAOE, mAVE, and mAAE.

4.2. Implementation Details

Our implementation is based on the MMDetection3D

framework [6]. For the camera branch, we use ResNet-

50 [11] as the backbone and initialize it with the Mask

R-CNN [10] instance segmentation network pretrained on

nuImage [2]. The input image resolution is 800×448. For

the LiDAR branch, we apply VoxelNet [51] with voxel size

(0.075m, 0.075m, 0.2m). The detection range is set as

[−54m, 54m] for the XY-axes and [−5m, 3m] for the Z-

axis. Our LiDAR and camera modality detectors both in-

clude only 1 decoder layer. The query numbers for the Li-

DAR and camera modalities are set as NL = NC = 200, so

our fusion stage can detect at most 400 objects per scene.

Since our framework disentangles the camera detector

and the LiDAR detector, we can conveniently apply data

augmentation separately to the LiDAR inputs and camera

inputs. We apply random rotation, scaling, translation, and

flipping to the LiDAR inputs, and we apply random scaling

and horizontal flipping to the camera inputs. Our training

pipeline follows previous works [1, 28, 47]. We first train

TransFusion-L [1] as our LiDAR-only baseline, which is

used to initialize our LiDAR backbone and LiDAR modal-

ity detector. This LiDAR-only baseline is trained for 20

epochs. Afterward, we freeze the pretrained LiDAR com-

ponents and train the entire fusion framework for 6 epochs.

For both training stages, we use the AdamW optimizer [29]

with one-cycle learning rate policy [37]. The initial learning

rate is 10−4 and the weight decay is 10−2. The hidden di-

mensions in the entire model except the backbones are 128.

For both training stages, we adopt CBGS [52] to balance

the class distribution. We train our method on four NVIDIA

A6000 GPUs with batch size 16.

4.3. Results and Comparison

We report results on the nuScenes validation and test
sets, without using any test-time augmentations or model

ensembles. As shown in Tab. 2, SparseFusion significantly

improves our LiDAR-only baseline, TransFusion-L [1], by

+3.6% NDS and +6.3% mAP on the test set, due to the ad-

ditional use of camera inputs. More importantly, SparseFu-

sion sets a new state of the art on both the validation set
and test set, outperforming prior works including those us-

ing stronger backbones. It is noteworthy that SparseFusion

demonstrates a 0.4% NDS and 1.0% mAP improvement

over the most recent state-of-the-art [47] while also achiev-

ing a 1.8x speedup (5.6 FPS vs. 3.1 FPS) on A6000 GPU.

It can be seen in Fig. 1a that, in addition to superior per-

formance, SparseFusion also provides the fastest inference

speed. We also demonstrate the performance of SparseFu-

sion by visualizing some qualitative results in Fig. 4.

4.4. Analysis

Performance Breakdown SparseFusion performs 3D ob-

ject detection in both the LiDAR and camera branch sep-

arately. Tab. 3 shows the detection performance in dif-

ferent parts of SparseFusion including the LiDAR branch,

camera branch (before and after view transformation), and

the fusion branch. We notice that our LiDAR branch de-

tection results notably surpass the LiDAR-only baseline

TransFusion-L [1] since the proposed semantic transfer can

compensate for the weakness of point cloud inputs. In com-

parison with the state-of-the-art single-frame camera de-

tector PETR [26] (six decoder layers), our camera branch

achieves much better performance with just one decoder

layer, owing to the depth-aware features from the proposed

geometric transfer. Besides, our view transformation mod-

ule not only transforms the instance features from the cam-

era coordinate space into the LiDAR coordinate space, but

it also slightly improves the camera branch detection per-

formance by aggregating multi-view information. With

this strong performance, the modality-specific detectors in

each branch would not cause negative transfer during fu-

sion. We also consider direct Non-Maximum Suppression
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Table 2: Comparison with existing methods on nuScenes validation set and test set.

Methods Modality LiDAR Backbone Camera Backbone
validation set test set
NDS mAP NDS mAP

FCOS3D [42] Camera - ResNet-101 [11] 41.5 34.3 42.8 35.8

PETR [26] Camera - ResNet-101 [11] 44.2 37.0 45.5 39.1

CenterPoint [48] LiDAR VoxelNet [51] - 66.8 59.6 67.3 60.3

TransFusion-L [1] LiDAR VoxelNet [51] - 70.1 65.1 70.2 65.5

PointAugmenting [39] LiDAR+Camera VoxelNet [51] DLA34 [49] - - 71.0 66.8

FUTR3D [4] LiDAR+Camera VoxelNet [51] ResNet-101 [11] 68.3 64.5 - -

UVTR [18] LiDAR+Camera VoxelNet [51] ResNet-101 [11] 70.2 65.4 71.1 67.1

TransFusion [1] LiDAR+Camera VoxelNet [51] ResNet-50 [11] 71.3 67.5 71.6 68.9

AutoAlignV2 [5] LiDAR+Camera VoxelNet [51] CSPNet [41] 71.2 67.1 72.4 68.4

BEVFusion [22] LiDAR+Camera VoxelNet [51] Dual-Swin-T [21] 72.1 69.6 73.3 71.3

BEVFusion [28] LiDAR+Camera VoxelNet [51] Swin-T [27] 71.4 68.5 72.9 70.2

DeepInteraction [47] LiDAR+Camera VoxelNet [51] ResNet-50 [11] 72.6 69.9 73.4 70.8

CMT [45] LiDAR+Camera VoxelNet [51] ResNet-50 [11] 70.8 67.9 - -

SparseFusion (ours) LiDAR+Camera VoxelNet [51] ResNet-50 [11] 72.8 70.4 73.8 72.0

Front Left Front Front Right

Back Left Back Back Right

Car Truck Motorcycle Pedestrian Traffic cone

Figure 4: Qualitative results of SparseFusion on nuScenes validation set.

(NMS) to combine the detection results of LiDAR and cam-

era branches, which is even worse than the single LiDAR

branch. Therefore, it is also important to make the instance-

level features from the two branches interact with each other

in the fusion stage.

Strong Image Backbone. We incorporate stronger Swin-

T [27] backbone into SparseFusion to match some previous

work [22, 45]. Tab. 4 compares the performance of different

methods on the nuScenes validation set. We do not include

any test-time augmentations or model ensembles. Although

multi-modality detection relies more on the LiDAR inputs,

SparseFusion can still benefit from a stronger image back-

bone and beat all the counterparts.

Modality-Specific Object Recall. The parallel detectors

in the LiDAR and camera branches enable us to determine

which modality recalls each object. Given NL + NC pre-

dictions, we know that the first NL instances come from

the LiDAR-modality detector, while the last NC are from

Table 3: Performance breakdown. We show the detection

results in different parts of SparseFusion on the validation
set. ’L’ and ’C’ refer to the LiDAR and camera modalities,

respectively. ’ST’ and ’GT’ refer to semantic transfer and

geometric transfer, respectively. ’VT’ is the view transfor-

mation module.

Methods Modality NDS mAP

TransFusion-L [1] L 70.1 65.1

LiDAR branch L + ST 71.8 68.4

PETR (ResNet50) [26] C 38.1 31.3

Camera branch (before VT) C+GT 43.5 40.6

Camera branch (after VT) C+GT 44.3 41.5

LiDAR/camera branches NMS L+C 71.5 68.2

SparseFusion L+C 72.8 70.4
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Table 4: Results on nuScenes validation set with stronger

image backbones. We do not use any test-time augmenta-

tions or model ensembles. The inference speed is measured

on a single NVIDIA A6000 GPU. † : CMT [45] adopts

flash-attention [7] for transformer acceleration.

Methods
Image

Backbone

Input

Resolution
NDS mAP FPS

BEVFusion [22] Dual-Swin-T 1600×900 72.1 69.6 0.8

CMT [45] VoVNet-99 1600×640 72.9 70.3 3.8†

SparseFusion ResNet-50 800×448 72.8 70.4 5.6
SparseFusion Swin-T 800×448 73.1 71.0 5.3

(a) Objects of different classes. (b) Objects at different distances.

Figure 5: Percentage of objects recalled by each modality.

We do not count those objects recalled by both or neither.

the camera modality. An object is recalled if a bounding

box with correct classification is predicted within a radius
of two meters around its ground-truth position. In Fig. 5, we

demonstrate the percentage of objects in the nuScenes vali-
dation set recalled by exactly one modality. We observe that

each modality can compensate for the weakness of the other

to some extent. Although the LiDAR modality is typically

more powerful, the camera modality plays an important role

in detecting objects from classes such as construction vehi-

cles and barriers. Furthermore, the camera modality is use-

ful for detecting objects at far distances where point clouds

are sparse or the LiDAR feature map cannot cover.

Cross-Modality Sparse Representation Interaction.
Fig. 6 visualizes the instance feature interaction in the

sparse fusion stage. The strength of attention between

instance-level features is reflected by the thickness and

darkness of lines. We notice that most objects can aggre-

gate multi-modality instance-level features during fusion.

Although the strongest interactions exist mainly between

neighboring instances, it is interesting that features from the

camera modality are also able to deliver strong interactions

with the instances at the distant range. This could be a result

of the shared semantics among objects in images.

Robustness to Sensor Malfunction. With the relatively in-

dependent modality-specific detectors, SparseFusion is ro-

bust to sensor malfunctions. We evaluate SparseFusion in

two different cases: (1) The LiDAR scan range is limited

to (−90◦, 90◦) and (2) The most important front camera is

Figure 6: Instance-level feature interaction in the fusion

stage. Orange boxes are detected after the fusion stage with

high confidence in the BEV space. Blue and green dots

denote all instances from the LiDAR and camera branches

separately. Orange boxes are connected with blue/green

dots with blue/green lines. The attention strength is rep-

resented by the darkness and thickness of the lines.

Table 5: Results on nuScenes validation set for LiDAR or

camera sensor malfunctions. The models are finetuned on

the in-domain data in both cases.

Methods Sensor Malfunction NDS mAP

TransFusion [1]
Limited LiDAR Field

(−90◦, 90◦)

49.2 31.1

BEVFusion [22] 54.9 45.5

SparseFusion 61.2 54.3

TransFusion [1]
Missing

Front Camera

70.1 65.3

BEVFusion [22] 70.7 65.9

SparseFusion 72.1 69.2

missing while other cameras are preserved. SparseFusion

outperforms previous methods [1, 22] with a large gap un-

der both scenarios, demonstrating great robustness to sensor

malfunctions.

4.5. Ablation Studies

In this section, we study the effect of using alternatives

for the different modules in SparseFusion. For our ablation

studies, we train on a 1/5 split of nuScenes training set and

evaluate on the full nuScenes validation set.
Sparse Fusion Strategy. We compare our self-attention

module for sparse feature fusion with other fusion methods.
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Table 6: Ablation study experiments to justify our design of each module.

(a) Sparse fusion strategies.

Fusion Strategy NDS mAP

MLP 67.8 64.5

Cross-Attention 68.6 65.8

Optimal Transport 68.0 65.6

Self-Attention 68.8 66.4

(b) Information transfers.

Geometric Semantic NDS mAP

� � 67.7 64.2

� � 68.4 65.7

� � 68.8 66.4

(c) Parallel modality-specific detectors.

Seq. Pos. Seq. Feat. NDS mAP

� � 68.1 65.3

� � 67.9 64.2

� � 68.8 66.4

In addition to our self-attention module in Sec. 3.1, three al-

ternatives are considered: 1) Instance-level candidates from

the two branches are directly fed into an MLP without any

cross-instance aggregation. 2) LiDAR instance candidates

are used as queries and camera instance candidates are used

as keys/values. A cross-attention module is then used to

fuse multi-modality instance features. 3) We make novel

use of optimal transport in LiDAR-camera fusion [33]. We

propose to learn a distribution transformation from camera

candidates to LiDAR candidates through optimal transport.

Then, we can directly fuse them by concatenating the can-

didates of two branches along the channel dimension. More

details about this method are provided in appendix.

The results in Tab. 6a show that only cross-attention

achieves competitive performance to self-attention. Yet, we

observe that it relies so heavily on the output of the LiDAR

branch that the camera branch is not fully utilized to com-

pensate for the weaknesses of the LiDAR branch. The MLP

strategy has limited performance as it does not fuse cross-

instance and cross-modality information. Despite the im-

pressive progress of optimal transport in other fields, it fails

to learn the correspondences between the instance features

of the two modalities and thus has limited performance. In

contrast, self-attention is simple, efficient, and effective.

Information Transfer. We then ablate the geometric and

semantic transfer between the LiDAR and camera modali-

ties. The results in Tab. 6b show that the fusion performance

benefits from both transfers. This also validates that the

disadvantages of both modalities result in negative transfer

and that our proposed information transfer modules are in-

deed effective in mitigating this issue. The semantic trans-

fer module especially improves the final performance since

it compensates for the LiDAR modality’s lack of semantic

information, which is critical for 3D detection.

Despite the importance of the information transfer,

SparseFusion trained on the full training set can reach 71.5

NDS on the validation set even if we remove both the se-

mantic and geometric transfers. This still outperforms many

other advanced algorithms [1, 28], reflecting the robustness

of our fusion stage to the modality-specific weakness.

View Transformation. As explained in Sec. 3.1, we trans-

form the sparse representations of both modalities into one

unified space. To validate the effectiveness of this approach,

we ablate the view transformation of camera candidates into

the LiDAR coordinate space. This results in a more straight-

forward method where we simply obtain the predictions of

two modalities and directly fuse them using self-attention.

Ablating the view transformation drops performance from

66.4% mAP and 68.8% NDS to 65.6% mAP and 68.3%

NDS, respectively. This demonstrates that the view trans-

formation is indeed helpful to overall performance.

Parallel Detectors. In addition to the ablation studies on

the modules of the proposed pipeline, we also study alter-

natives to the structure of the pipeline. SparseFusion uses

separate 3D object detectors for the LiDAR and camera

modalities in parallel for extracting instance-level features

to address the cross-modality domain gap. Alternatively,

we consider a sequential pipeline where the camera detec-

tor runs after the LiDAR detector. The camera-modality

detector inherits the output queries from the LiDAR detec-

tor. We consider two variants of this inheritance: 1) using

the 3D position and instance features for the initial query of

the camera modality; 2) using the 3D position but initial-

izing the instance features from the corresponding image

features. The camera detector follows the structure of the

PETR [26] decoder (one layer). Tab. 6c shows that both se-

quential structures yield notably inferior performance, jus-

tifying our use of parallel modality-specific detectors.

5. Conclusion

We revisit previous LiDAR-camera fusion works and

propose SparseFusion, a novel 3D object detection method

that utilizes the rarely-explored strategy of fusing sparse

representations. SparseFusion extracts instance-level fea-

tures from each modality separately via parallel 3D object

detectors and then treats the instance-level features as the

modality-specific candidates. Afterward, we transform the

candidates into a unified 3D space, and we are able to fuse

the candidates with a lightweight attention module. Exten-

sive experiments demonstrate that SparseFusion achieves

state-of-the-art performance on the nuScenes benchmark

with the fastest inference speed. We hope SparseFusion

will serve as a powerful and efficient baseline for further

research into this field.
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